
Campfires, Totems, & Battle Flags

Exploring ideation, social systems, and graphic symbols to improve communities.
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The question this research addresses is:

How does Communication  

Design inform various types  

of capital theory to create  

a continuity of benefit  

for improving communities? 
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• Creative Capital - embracing wonderment to enable creativity at will 
The assets that are readily available to create novel ideas that are new, useful, and surprising. 

• Social Capital - builds trust through shared values  
The effective functioning of social groups through interpersonal relationships that share a sense 
of identity, understanding, and values like trust, cooperation, and reciprocity.

• Human Capital - provides focus and resources for action 
The collective; knowledge, social behaviors, and personality attributes embodied in the ability to 
preform and produce productive results across beneficiaries.

C O N V E R T S  T O

• Economic Capital - monetary value 
Spendable assets needed to provide goods or services.

Benefits within the individual capital theory:
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Communication Design is a transdisciplinary process that is qualified 
to contribute across the Capital Theory Value Chain.

Communication Design frames  

users’ cognitive associations for better  

engagement, acceptance, and participation by;  

connecting emotionally,  

influencing behavior,  

and improving functionally. 



Wonderment embraces 
pluralism and lessens the 

fear of ambiguity.

Get inspired.

Campfires | Creative Capital | Ideation
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Creativity benefits from both extrinsic  
stimuli and an intrinsic zeal for practitioners  
to perform effectively.

• Embracing ambiguity reveals opportunities  
by connecting new meaning and value potential  

• Creative-independence transcends praise  
and punishment  

• Inspires engagement by recognizing surprise  
and delight 
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“Creativity is the capacity to see such 
possibilities, the capacity to sense a 
possibility, which nobody else 
knows, before it has appeared in 
fact, as a result of creative activity.” 

Aler, Jan. “Schooling for Creativity.” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, vol. 23, no. 
1, 1964, pp. 81–95., doi:10.2307/428141.
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Social capital is  
built on an  

integrated system of  
civic cooperation. 

Builds trust by contextualizing shared values.

Totems | Social Capital | Values
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Stimulating and increasing social capital energizes dormant  
community involvement.

• Framing in-context enables social engagement  

• Bonds individuals and bridges communities 

• Systemization builds greater trust and reciprocity 

• Helps gain economic competitiveness 

• Enables collective-action through greater group involvement 

• Social capital is difficult to measure quantitatively

Totems | Social Capital
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“While the importance of social capital 
represented through social networks 
(Putnam 2001) has been widely 
recognized in literature, there is still a 
lack of formally defined measurement 
systems to quantitatively detect how 
ideas develop and what factors foster 
their development.”



Effective design  
rallies our ability  

to produce  
desired results.

Battle Flags | Human Capital | Focus

Distill complex ideas to enable focus and momentum. [ ]



Human capital embodies synergistic action. 

• Gives direction and momentum to an effort 

• Directs shared values into productivity  

• Proven to correlate with urban growth both in the  
service and knowledge economies 

• Is more measurable than creative or social capital

Battle Flags | Human Capital
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Creativity  Structure  Action = Value 

What’s possible        What’s valued        What’s actionable       What’s measurable
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Design reveals new opportunities by visualizing unforeseen 
connections framed within a social structure by promoting action. 
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